Tigist Lemji joined Energy Optimizers as a part-time associate from November 2016 to August 2017. She joined the organization full-time as an Energy Engineer in January 2018. In her role, Tigist determines the eligibility of projects for utility incentives, creates energy audit reports and supporting documentation, and analyzes utility data as part of energy consumption benchmarking and to determine potential energy savings.

Tigist also creates energy conservation measures (ECM) for energy efficiency projects and performs energy savings analysis for building retrofit projects including lighting and Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Prior to joining Energy Optimizers, Tigist was a graduate student at the University of Dayton in Mechanical Engineering specializing in Renewable and Clean Energy. As a student, Tigist worked as an Energy Engineering Intern with the City of Dayton Water Department and Dayton Montgomery County DRG3 program.

Energy Optimizers, USA, LLC specializes in developing, engineering, and implementing energy efficiency and energy savings projects for educational, governmental and commercial customers. Overall, their goal is to reduce energy costs for their clients while saving the environment.

“I chose a career in the energy efficiency industry because it provides the opportunity to contribute towards improving quality of life while at the same time increasing economic competitiveness.”

- TIGIST LEMJI, ENERGY OPTIMIZERS, USA